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(On Forem OC Inspector liarasement contention)

01: Please state your name, address and occupation.

A1: My name is Daniel P. Ilgen. I am the John A. Itannah

Professor of Organizational Dehavior in the ilepartments of

Psychology and Management at Michigan State University in

East Lansing, M ic h ig a n , 40824.

02: Descrite briefly your field of study and work.

A2: I teach, consult and publish in tho fieldn of organizational

and industrial psychology which deal with the subject of the

behavior of individuals in work organizationn and particu-

larly with factors which enhance or inhibit work performance.

I have a special interest in and havo published on the

subject of why people behave as they do on the job, notably

in a book authored w i t h J.C. Naylor and P.D. Pritchard:

A Theory of Bohavior In Organizations (New York: Prentice-
_

!!a l l , 1980). I have consulted for industrial organizations
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such as General Motors on performance appraical systems and

for the U.S. Navy on the use of incentive nystems for work

motivation.

03: Describe your educational background and employment

experience.

A3: I received my Ph.D. in 'ndustrial and Organizational

Psychology from the University of Illinois in 1969. Since

then I have taught in my field at the University of

Illinois, the U.S. Military Academy, the University of

Washington, Purdue University, and Michigan State

University. I have performed research and published a

number of papers in professional journalc and co-authored

books in this field. In addition, I have nerved as a

consultant to government and industry. A detailed descrip-

tion of my educational and profennional experience is con-

tained in my curriculum vita, marked as Ilgen Exhibit 1,

attached to this tentimony.

04: What is the purpone of your testimony?

A4: I have been asked by Business and Profencional People for

the Public Interect on behalf of their clients to assint in

evaluating the work performance of electrical quality con-

trol (OC) inspectorn employed at the Braidwood Nuclear Powet

Plant in light of certain complaintn of management barans-

ment, in ti m ida t ion and pr oduction pr ect,ure.
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05: How does an organizational and industrial psychologist

approach the task of evaluating the work performance of

these OC inspectors at Braidwood?

AS: Before I identify and evaluate the specific influences which
i

may either enhance or inhibit ef fective work by these

inspectors, let me provide you with a general analytical

model employed by organizational and industrial psycholo-

gists to understand the behavior of the individuals in the

workplace. Such a model is generally applicable to work

|- tettings including, in my opinion, to the work of a nuclear

plant OC inspector.

06: What influences workplace behavior?

A6: Behavior at work is no different from behavior in any other

setting. People invest time and ef fort in activities -

behaviors are a result of their decisions or choices. While

I do not believe that the persons are necessarily aware of

all of the decisions that they make, or that such decisions

are necessarily rational from an objective perspective, I am

convinced that people do think about what they do. At work,

people make decisions about where to direct their time and

effort. At a very general level, we can think of the choice

of activitico at work as falling into two categories:

behaviors directed at accomplishing job performance and

behaviors that are not directly work related. In the latter

category fall nuch behavior as taking pornonal or sick time

to go fishing, or programming the Monday night football pool
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into the offico computer.

07: What influences the choice of behaviors which are directed

at accomplishing tasks i m po r, t a n t to effective job perfor-

mance?

A7: For starters, let us assume that the means for accomplish-

ing the job and the right person for the job are known and

agreed upon. While there is of ten much disagreement on

these sometimes dif ficult questions, let us assume agreement

on what should be done and who should do it in order to

focus on what then influences effective job performance. If

the desired behavior for the employee is known, then effec-

tive job performance is a function of three factors: the

employee must: (1) possess the skills and abilities that

make it possible to display the desired behaviors; (2) be

aware of what behaviors are desired of him or her; and (3)

be m>tivated to show those behaviors, rather than some other

set of behaviors -- that is, be willing to invest his or her

time and energy to accomplish the desired behaviors rather

than engaging in some other set of behaviors. For our

purposes here, we shall assume that the person has the

skills and abilities to display the behavior and that our

interest is in the latter two issues -- learning what

behaviors are desired and being motivated to carry out those

behaviors.
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08: How do employees learn what to do on the job?

A8: There are three general ways that employees 1 carn the

behaviors in which they should invest their time and effort

on the job: (1) through direction from some authority; (2)

through reinfor cment of their own behavior - the law of

effect; and (3) through watching others on the job - social

learning.

09: How do people Icarn through direction from authority?

A9: Let's assume that this authority in the person's immediate

supervisor. In this case, the supervisor would tell the

employee what is expected on the job. This description

varies in its degree of specificity but, all the same, it

points the person toward a set of behaviors. For a nuclear

quality control inspector, specific instructions might begin

with telling the person what weld attributes to check, how

to identify defects, how to record inspection results, etc.

More general instructions wouid simply tell the person what

welds had to be inspected. Pegardless of the degree of

specificity, some "exper t" is telling the person what to do,

and it is assumed that the person has the skills and abili-

ties to do the job once told what to do.

Direct communication may also come from sources that at

first seem less direct. For example, t he employee ay

consult a printed exper t in the form of a job description or

a work order which also directs him or her toward some cet

of activities. Ilere again the process in haufcally the

5
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same. The employee receives some communication about what

it is that he or she is supposed to do.

For OC inspectors in the L.E. Comstock organization at

Braidwood, direction might come through instructions from a

OC supervisor such as Mr. Saklak, and through written direc-

tion from the Comstock Weld Inspection Procedure 4.5.3.

010: How do people learn through reinforcement?

A10: Although there are many theoretical variants on this

general theory, almost all assume that the person displays

some tot of behaviors and then is reinforced in some

fashion for showing the behavior. If the behavior results

in either receivinq something that the person valuen or not

receiving something that is aversive to the person, and

this happens in a way that the person sees some connection

between his or her behavior and the receipt of the

reinforcement, then the behavior is likely to be Icarned.

In par ticular, if wha t is ceen an being received f rom the

behavior is positive, the prcbability of repeating that

behavior increases if either nothing good or nothing bad is

seen as resulting from the behavior, or something aversive

is seen to result, the behavior is lesn likely to be

repeated. This process is a rather loose description of

what is known as the law of ef f ec t.

Clearly nome behaviors at work .re learned in this

fashion. The waitress who learns the names of regular
i

customers beqins to address them by name when they return,

6
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discovers that the tips are larger after addressing them by

name, and begins to pay attention to the names of regular

customers and to find a way to use their names when they

come into the restaurant. The teller who finds that he or

she can finish up to 10 to 15 minutes earlier each evening

if checking the day's totals is squeezed in between custo-

mers during the last hour before closing (rather then

waiting to begin the task until the bank is closed) tends

to repeat the behavior. On any job, a number of behaviors

are learned through the direct effect of receiving

reinforcement for doing the behaviors.

At Comstock the actual work practices in performing

weld inspections, for exampic, may have been Icarned

through reinforcement. The decision to document large

numbers of weld inspections on a single inspection report

form, instead of a singic inspection, may have been learned

behavior. A weld inspection procedure may be open to a

wide range of implementing behaviors, the choice of which

is influoriced by reinforcement.

011: Ilow do people learn through watching others?

All: The technical name for this is nocial learning theory. The

underlying notion of social learning theory is much the

same as the reinforcement position just described. That

is, the theory assumes that people will tend to repeat

behaviors that are reinforced and not repeat those that are

not reinforced.

7
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!!owever, social learning theory recognizes that people

do not need to directly experience the reinforcement.

Given the human capacity to see, to think and to process

information, individuals can observe what happens to others

like themselves and learn what is likely to happen to

themselves in the same or similar situations. Simply

observing the behavior of others and evaluating the kind of

reinforcements that these others receive leads to what is

called modeling. People model the behaviors of others by

repeating behaviors that they see being rewarded in others

and avoiding thvse for which others are either not rewarded

or are punished.

012: liow do these three sources of learning operate together?

A12: All three of the above mechanisms operate at work. It is

sa fe to say that when you observe the whole set of

behaviors representing an employce's work behavior over a

given period of time, some of those behaviors were probably

learned by each one of the means just described. In

addition, some may have been learned by one means and then

modified by others.

Even with a relatively simple task like entering the

text of the present material into a word procensor, one

"ex pe r t ," the manual, tells me that I should format it one

way and anot her "exper t," my necretary, telin no a

different way to do it. Poth of thone systems are probably

workable, but they are not the same, and i must choone

0
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between them. When multiple sources exist recommbnding -

ways to distribute time and ef fort, a form of conflict

exists in the sense that the person must make a choice, and

that choice will usually not be to choose both alterna-

tives.

Conflicting choices of behaviors also exist between the

three modes of learning that have been described. For

example, a supervisor's instructions may be to do the job

one way, while at the same time the employee observes

others like himself doing the job the way the supervisor

says to do it, and yet not receiving any reward for their

behaviors. Or the person may be told to do the job one

way, but reinforced for doing it another way.

In any job, conflict within and between the three modes

of learning is bound to occur. This conflict is so preval-

I

ent that there is an extensive literature on it, typically

labeled " role conflict." The interesting questions

surrounding role conflict are not so much in demonstrating

that it exists (because it is co prevalent), but rather in

'

exploring what employees will do in the face of role

conflict. Assuming that the individuals are aware of the

different role demands and the existenet of some conflict-

ing demands, the question of what behaviors are chosen is

one of motivation rather than Icarning.

Finally, for both within and between the three modes of

learning, more than one source may exist for Icarning the

behavior, and these nources may not agree.

9
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013: !!ow does motivation influence work behavior?

A13: Knowledge about what behaviors are to be carried out, along

with possessing the skills and abilities to carry them out,

are only necessary conditions for behavior. The other

quality needed is the motivation to engage that behavior.

In the framework discussed to far, motivation refers to the

conditions that lead the individual to choose to devote his

or her time and effort to per forming par ticular behaviors

-- behaviors that the person in capable of per forming.

Two conditions are central to the view of wor': motiva-

tion taken here and held by mort of the pocitions that

dominate current thought on the subject. The f1rct in that

there are outcome which people value to nome degree. Some

examples of outcomes are pay, the friendnhip of supervicorc

or co-workers, wor k ing conditions, coeurity, safety,

promotions, and a sense of achievement. Second, valued

outcomes influence decisions about allocations of time and

effort to the extent that the employeen believe that their

behavior is associated with outcomes they value. When

outcome is ansociated with come par ticular behavior and the

outcome is seen ac valuable to t he employee, the outcome is

often labeled an incentive. The opportunity for overtime

fu an incentive for an innpector to the extent that the

incpector values extra pay for extra time, and to the extent

that the incroctor bel f eves t hat devoting tsme and effort

to innpecting will increace his or her chancen of being

10



given overtime. If either the person has no desire to work

extra hours, or the person has no reason to believe that;

working hard at inspecting will lead to getting overtime,

Ithe opportunity for overtime is not an incentive for that

person.

T

014: How do learning and motivation combine to influence work

behavior?

A14: Given what has been described so far, a general view of

employee behavior emerges. At any given time an employee
,

possesses an array of possible behaviors in which he or she

can decide to invest time and ef fort. The ones that are

chosen will depend upon the employee's perception of the

utility of the behavior to him or her. This' utility is a [
'

subjective utility based upon the extent to which the

person believen valued outcomes will result from choosing
|

i
the behavior.

[

When employees do not choose behaviors that the

employers feel they should, there are several explanations

for this within the framework suggested here. All of the ,

explanations come down to the fact that the behavior that -

represents ef fective work per formance does not possess a t

,

sufficiently high utility to the employee to be chosen, '

I

assuming that employee is aware of the behavior and is '

capable of per forming it. To put it another way, there are

competing behaviors which win out over the ones desired by
,

the employers,

11
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Sometimes the behaviors with which the target behavior

is competing are other behaviors also prescribed by the

employer. In this case, thera is conflict between two sets

of demands made by the employer. Consider the example of a

salesperson selling aircraft to third world governments.

Such a salesperson with a U.S. firm is told by his or her

employer to "make sales" but is also told that he or she

must operate within the ethical limits of Western culture

which restrict the giving of bribes to government

officials. When the person gets down to trying to do

business with his or 5er customers, it is quickly learned

that the two sets of prescribcd behaviorn cannot be

satisified simultaneously even though both sets of behavior

are being stressed by the name source -- the employer.

According to our model, whether the person celects to

devote time and effort to making sales with or without

offering payoffs to potential customers dependa upon which

of the two behaviors is perceived by him or her to possess

the higher utility. To gather information to make this

decision, the pornon will probably look to what happen ?d to

other calespersons selling to similar customern.

In this example, the conflict between behavioral

choices occurred within two setn of behaviorn, both denired

by the company. The conf 1;ct iray alno be between a not of

behaviors preneribed by the employer and behaviors *

prescribed by come other nou t re. For example, in the cane

of the rate of inspection, nupervicorn may he advocating

12
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i 3 inspecting more units per time period and NRC regulations

say, in effect, require inspecting less. As was the case
,

in the previous example, the employee should choose that

behavior which most closely matches what he or she believes

will lead to the greater amount of subjective return,

taking into account the nature of the outcomes that are

|
likely to accrue from following the wishes of the super-

.

visor and from following the direction of the regulations.

|

|'
'

Q15: How can we apply this general model of industrial and

organizational psychology to the evaluation of work

performed by quality control inspectors at Braidwood?

A15: The job of quality control inspector at a nuclear power

plant involves two built-in sets of conflicting behavioral

! requirements defined by the organizations work quality and

work quantity. The first behavioral requirement in to

inspect with sufficient care to assure the prescribed level
!
'

of quality. The second behavioral requirement in to

inspect with sufficient speed to meet prescribed or!

understood production rates or work quantity requirements.

In such circumstances there is normally a negative

correlation between taking time to inspect and keeping

production going. In addition, the reporting of quality

defects identified through careful inspection may conflict

with production requirements.

While such a quality versus quantity conflict is

certainly not unique to the job of OC inspector at a

13
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nuclear plant, the manner in which the nuclear OC inspector

chooses between conflicting work behaviors is likely to be

a much more critical question than the choices made in

another job where quality standards are not as important.

016: Are you aware of any institutional guidance to the nuclear

industry on how such job role conflicts are to be resolved?

A16: Yes. I am familiar with guidance from the U.S. Nuclear

Begulatory Commission which attempts to insure that con-

flicts between production and cost considerations on the

one hand and quality assurance on the other will be

resolved in favor of quality. I am aware that the NRC's

regulations provide that "[t]he persons and organizations

performing quality assurance functions shall have suffi-

cient authority and organizational freedom to identify

quality problems; to intiate, recommend or provide colu-

tions and to verify implementation of sol u t ions." Such

authority must be sufficient to insure " independence from

cost and schedule when opposed to safety considerations."

These are provisions of Title 10, Code of Federal Regula-

tions, Part 50, Appendix B, Ouality Assurance Criteria for

Nuclear Power Plants.

In addition, I am aware of NRC Regulations for Employee

Protection, 10 Code of Federal Regulations Section 50.7,

which prohibit an employer from taking retaliatory action

against a nuclear employee, such as a OC inspector, for

identifying quality or safety concerns. I am advised by

14
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counsel that these NRC regulations apply to the work

activities of the electrical OC inspectors at Braidwood.

Such institutional guidance recognizes the existence and

significance of potential quality versus quantity role

ecnflicts in the nuclear industry. It also makes clear the

institutional preference that quality considerations

prevail over otbor interests. Such institutional guidance,

however, is not self-implementing. As is the case with

other direction from authority, such guidance provides only

one of a number of sometimes conflicting influences on

actual work behavior.

.

017: What influences the choice between quality versus quantity

work behavior fot OC inspectors?

A17:- When quality control inspectors face such conflict, the

concern of the NRC regulations, as I see them, is to advo-

cate that the net ef fect of all influences must be such

that-the OC inspector selects the work behaviors of

performing quality assurance work of fectively.

Psychologically speaking, the self-perceived utility4

associated with effective quality work must be as attrac-"

4

| tive or more attractive to the OC inspector than devoting

time and effort to meeting production schedules. The
i

inspector will look at the work environment to attempt to
't

judge the rewards and punishments associated with devoting

time and effort to each domain (i.e., inspection and

production). One of the first places the inspector will

15
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look is to the company and the people who represent it,

particularly supervisors. The inspector will look not only

at what company representatives say, but what they do.

Thus, if they were to say that effective and careful

inspections are the most important thing, but, on the other

hand, most of the praise and other important incentives

that OC inspectors receive tend to come from meeting

production-related goals, then the inspector is likely to

shape his or her behavior toward production.

The person will also look to what is going on with his

or her colleagues. Again, if the person observes the

balance of the rewards associated with production and, even

worse, negative sanctions associated with inspection when

the two behaviors come into conflict, he or she is likely

to model behavior of production emphasis, or, al ternative-

ly, if the person does not select the behavior that he or

she believes will lead to the greater extrinsic reward and

decides to stick with a belief that inspection responsibil-

ities are most important in spite of how the company

distributes rewards, it is likely that the inspector will

experience some degree of stress and role conflict on the

job, which itself may adversely af fect work performance.

The person may look to what happens to another person

in a. symbolic fashion, as well as direct observation. In

this case, he or she may turn to the folk tales that pass

through any work force. Often these are based on stories

passed by word of mouth about things that have happened to

16
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other workers in the past. These tales are often based on

truth, but may tend to be elaborated on over time. The

main point is that they are accepted as fact and guide the

behavior of those who hear them and believe them.

Furthermore, they die slowly. It often takes a major

reversal of behavior on the part of the parties involved in

the tales to reverse the beliefs about what their position

is on some issue. It of ten is not enough to simply make

some minor change of course, and certainly not enough to

merely proclaim such changes.

In sum, one must carefully review and evaluate the many

influences on work behavior - the sources of learning and

the factors af fecting motivation - in order to understand

how conflicts between quality versus quantity are resolved

by quality control inspectors.

018: Have you reviewed and evaluated such influences as they 1

affect the work behavior of electrical quality control !
1

inspectors at Braidwood?

A18: Yes, to a limited extent. I have reviewed a number of

sources of factual information describing the work environ-

ment of L.K. Comstock OC inspectors at Braidwood~ and the

influences which affect their work performance. I have

reviewed a number of documents, including the Quality

Control (OC) Inspector liarassment and Intimidation Conten-

tion, three Nuclear Pegulatory Commission memoranda

reflecting complaints 'of management harassment, intimida-

17
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tion and production pressure by a large number of Comstock

inspectors, Nuclear Pegulatory Commission Quality Assurance-

'
and Employee Protection regulations, certain Comstock OC

5 inspection procedures and inspection documents, and por-
:

tions of the deposition testimony of a number of Comstock,

OC inspectors.
;

i
.

019: Have you formed any opinion on the existence of adverse '

influences on the work performance of Comstock OC
,

inspectors?

A19: Yes. In my opinion, there have been a number of cases when1

conflict between inspection cuality and inspection quantity

I was likely to have arisen. On the basis of the March and

April NPC memoranda I can identify a number of influences

on learning and motivation which strongly suggest the_nced
<

for a detailed evaluation of the adequacy of the inspec-

tors' quality assurance work performance. By this I mean

that it is highly likely that OC inspectors felt a good

~ deal of pressure or conflict between their need to do high'

quality inspections and the desire of their supervisors for

speeding up the inspection process to a point of perhaps

interfering with the quality of the inspections. On the

positive side, I would assume that the inspectors wanted 'or

desired to do quality inspections and that the official

Comstock position supported quality. Ilo weve r , the actual
,

message received from Comstock supervisors appears quite

different.

18
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Some specific examples of the message being sent by

Comstock came out in the March and April NRC memoranda. In

one case, an inspector describing a confrontation between

himself and his supervisor regarding the inspector's

unwillingness to close out some inspections said: " Rick

I[the supervisor] says, 'No wonder we have such a back log

of documents you won' t evaluate them or close them out.' I

said, 'I have to follow my procedure - It's not my decision

to close out ICRs or NRCs.' Rick said, 'I can put you in

the vault or whatever and make you do it all.' Rick came

back to my desk and said, ' At times you make me so pissed

off that if beating was legal you would be dead."

Another inspector said that this incident was not the

first. In fact, he said he knew of at least five other

occasions of this type of treatment. That inspector went

on to describe other kinds of negative sanctions associated

with not speeding up inspections.- These are as severe as

being " railroaded out," that is, losing one's job. In

addition, it seems clear that the OC inspectors did not

believe that the pressure and negative sanctions were

limited to one bad supervisor. The Company supported this

negative view in the opinion of OC inspectors by putting

supervisors in positions where they were not qualified to

judge the quality of the OC inspectors' work, and by plac-
i

. ing new people in positions as " leads" because, in the
!

; opinion of the OC inspectors, the new people would "do what

f they are told to do - sign what needs to be signed and get
i
i

19
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the NRCs or ICRs cleared away."

Finally, there is evidence that the OC inspectors may

have paid more attention to these behaviors than the offi-

cial company line on how to do inspections, and that they

felt that it was more important to rely on what management

did rather than simply what management said. This evidence

is captured, for example, in tne following quote: "The

quality first or whatever you call it sucks - It's CECO

working for CECO and all this bullshit reporting hasn't

done a damn bit of good. I have not seen one improvement

since it s t a r ted."

The material I have just described convinces me that

the OC inspectors were aware of a discrepancy between their

beliefs about inspections and the company's actions. They

also heard the company stating one position in its of ficial

quality assurance policy but saw a very different set of

standards being enforced by the behavior of company repre-

sentatives. I cannot say for certain, in this case,

whether the inspectors behaved consistently with their

internal (personal) standards for quality and the company's

official position, or if they sacrificed quality for

quantity. I can say however, based on what has been

observed in many other jobs, that when powerful reinforcers

are used, such as: (1) fear of losing a job, (2) thinly

veiled threats, (3) the loss of valued overtime, or (4) the

appointment to critical positions of people who are not

likely to stand up to pressure, actual behavior tends to

20
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shift in the direction of the reinforcers. Therefore, I'd

be very surprised if the inspection behavior of at least

some of the inspectors was not af fected by the pressure.

Furthermore, when it did occur, some of the inspectors may

not even have been aware of yielding to this pressure.

020: Have you reviewed testimony by a number of these same

inspectors given in depositions a year after the late March

and early April meetings, in which testimony the inspectors

denied personal per formance of inadequate inspection work

due to management pressure?

A20: Yes. I have reviewed portions of deposition testimony to

that ef fect cited by Commonwealth Edison Company in April

1986 brief. However, I question these statements to some

degree. I can say this without implying that the inspec-

tors deliberately altered their opinion. When a person

holds strcngly to some value, it is difficult to admit,

even to himself or herself that he or she has behaved

inconsistent with that value. Let me give you a personal

example. As a professor, I believe in high academic stan-

dards and my role in maintaining these standards for the

University. I do not believe in compromising these stan-

dards due to some personal circumstances of a student. I

will help the student as much as possible to enable him or

her to do good work , but at some point t he person'n wor k

must be evaluated against my standard.

Now let us assume that I have a student that I like and

21
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respect, whom I also know has had severe personal problems

during the semester. His father has had a heart attack,

and the student has had to return home every weekend to

help run the family business. With this background, I must

grade his term paper, which is quite long, with a large

number of opportunities for me to make subjective judg-

ments. In such a situation, my psychol ( gical background

convinces me that I will probably err in the direction of>

giving this student the benefit of the doubt and grade him

higher than I probably should. However, if you interview

me a year later and ask me directly if I gave this student

a higher grade, I will probably say no. I'll say no

because to say yes is so counter to my values that I have

repressed or never even realized that I was more lenient

than I would like to think I am. I see a lot of similarity

between my example and the testimony of OC inspectors who

are being asked in a deposition regarding their own

behavior of doing less than high quality inspections.

There is also the possibility that the inspectors would

be more willing to express feelings of supervisory pressure

in the protection of a large group in which many are

expressing negative events, rather than making public

statements without the security of the group. In a sense,

it is possible that the group condition lowered the thres-

hold of willingness to make statements that might be seen

as personally threatening. When alone and on the record,

the threshold was raised. This situation is not unlike

22
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what we find with performance evaluations and feed ba c k.

When supervisors have to rate subordinate performance and

discuss these ratings with subordinates, the data show that

these ratings of ten are more positive than if the same

raters are asked to provide these ratings in confidence to

researchers who will not share these data with anyone else.

Under the privacy condition, the supervisors feel free to

express less positive behaviors than they would do if they

had to face the person directly. It is generally accepted

that the private ratings are closer to the rater's true

feelings than are the public ones. In a sense, the group

condition may have acted somewhat like the privacy condi-

tion in performance appraisals.

The issue of lowered threshold and the f act that the OC
inspectors may not have admitted to themselves that they

were affected by supervisor pressure lead me to conclude

that we should not discount the March and April, 1985,

statements simply because of the reports from the 1986

depositions.

021: Do you have any recommendations for the Licensing Board

with respect to how they might verify conditions of

harassment, intimidation and production pressure that

occurred at Braidwood at the time under consideration here?

A21: Yes. Two methods leni themselves to verifying past behav-

ior, which behavior scientists call " retrospective recon-

structions" and " behavior t r ac es." Some combination of
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both methods may provide additional data on 'which to draw a

-conclusion about harassment, intimidation and production

. pressure at Braidwood.

Petrospective reconstructions could be assembled

through the use of a questionnaire or survey of OC inspec-

tors, supervisors and other relevant persons who worked at

Braidwood during the time under investigation. I under-

stand that a professional colleague of mine, Dr. Richard

Arvey, will address this subject in his testimony in this

proceeding.

Behavior traces are objective indicia of behavior that

are recorded in some fashion that can be assessed at a

later time. From behavior traces we may be able to infer

whether or not some behavior occurred at an earlier time.
Absenteoism data is a good example of a behavior trace

which may evidence some adverse influence in the work

environment. The quality of actual workmanship is another

obvious behavior trace which may evidenca_ work behavior.

On the basis of the evidence I have reviewed regarding.

Braid wood, I would strongly recommend that a detailed

evaluation be performed which may employ some combination of

retrospective reconstructions and behavior traces. The

data from such an evaluation should provide evidence about

whether there was an adverse effect on OA work performance

at Braidwood during the time in question.
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